Deployment
The following notes are a quick guide to deployment relating to features relevant to the GL3 system. A ground crew would be assumed to have
undertaken training in helicopter and/or fixed wing operations.

Improvised helipad deployment
1/ Fixed heading. Align unit along favourable approach. Into
wind, ideally and clear of obstacles. Note heading and relay
to pilot along with position, wind speed & direction etc.
2/ “On the fly” ( if wind allows ). Once levelled, the unit can be
swung onto any heading to face an oncoming aircraft.
An aircraft can be ”followed” using the sight,
rendering the Indicator visible to the aircraft to either make
the site conspicuous or indicate a safe approach path.
The change of heading can be made rapidly. The
safety cut-out filters out transient movements and will not
shut down the lamps unless the level is severely disturbed.
Recheck the bubble level after securing the pan head locking
knob. Rectify if out of level.

Fixed runway deployment
Use attached compass to align with
runway heading
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Wherever possible the unit should be sited where it cannot be overflown to minimise disturbance and damage by prop/down-wash. Site to one side of
the landing area at a distance dictated by the size of the aircraft and its downwash. Downwash is centered directly below the area of the rotor disc and
produces an outflow of air sideways carrying loose objects a considerable distance. The larger the machine - the larger the distance
Contamination and potential damage caused by stones & debris striking the lens must be minimised by presenting the side of the unit to the
landing area. The pilot should approach the unit directly and be prepared to continue visually to a site alongside the indicator once approach information
is no longer required. Protecting the unit increases operational effectiveness and reduces the need to attend to the unit to clean the lens and reset the
level.
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Maintenance
Sight glass cleaning
The sight glass must be kept clean. Any build up of dust and dirt degrades the clarity of the signals. A cleaning kit
is kept under the projector in a water proof box and contains:
1/
2/
3/

Cleaning solution ( pump delivery non-pressurised container )
Silicone blade tool for removing fluid and drying the glass
Cloth or cleaning wipes

Remove loose dust and dirt. If the build up is considerable douse the lens with water or hose down. Use the
silicone blade tool to remove surface water. Apply 2 shots of cleaning solution, one near the top of the glass and
one in the middle. Use the blade. Start at the top and continue all the way to the bottom in one action, allowing
fluid/water to drain from the gap at the bottom. Use the blade once only for every application of solution. Do not
use on a dry surface. Clean the blade with water or solution before using again. Dry before packing away
Use the cleaning kit regularly especially if the unit has been subjected to debris thrown up by downwash.
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A Glass clean ! The light passes through. Beam shape shows faintly on glass surface.
B Dirty or wet glass absorbing the beam. The beam shape shows brightly on the glass surface
C After cleaning, look for streaks of dirt remaining by turning the unit upwards to face the sky and look at the
reflection in the glass. Clean areas appear blue ( due to the non-reflective coating ) and contaminated areas
lighter. The blade will leave a residue to left and right edges. This is normal. Only a central strip 30mm wide
from top to bottom need be completely clean.
The blade can also be used to quickly remove rain droplets or dew.

Decontamination
The unit and mountings are waterproof and can be subjected to decontamination agents and detergents. Clean
glass afterwards.

Desiccant replacement
This must NEVER be undertaken in the field. The desiccant must only be removed in a dry dust free
environment. The desiccant needs attention when both segments turn pink ( from blue ).

Sight glass replacement
If the glass gets heavily scratched or damaged it can be easily replaced by your engineering or maintenance
unit. No specialist tools are required. The glass comes in a kit with gaskets etc.

